Construction of Protein-Based Biosensors Using Ligand-Directed Chemistry for Detecting Analyte Binding.
Protein-based fluorescent biosensors are powerful tools for quantitative detection of biomolecules or drugs with high sensitivity under physiological conditions. However, conventional methods for construction of biosensors require structural data with high resolution or amino acid sequence information in most cases, which hampers applicability of this method to structurally complicated receptor proteins. To sidestep such limitations, we recently developed a new method that employs ligand-directed chemistry coupled with a bimolecular fluorescence quenching and recovery system, which enabled the conversion of various kinds of membrane-bound receptors to "turn-on" type fluorescent sensors. Here, we describe a protocol for construction of "turn-on" type fluorescent biosensors based on the GABAA receptor which permits quantitative analysis of the ligand affinity.